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2021 Event Dates
Set your out of office and book these dates in your diary for the series of live
webinars. Full details and registration forms can be found in the events section
of the MEUC website – www.meucnetwork.co.uk
May 27th
Energy Update
(14.00 – 14.45)
Members only

June 29th, 30th and
July 1st
Metering Webinars
(See full details on page 15)

June 8th-10th
Summer Policy Group
Webinars
(See full details on page 14)

July 14th
Ofwat round table event
(10.30-12.30)
Members only (see full
details on Page 9)

June 22nd
Partner Session with
Ylem Energy
(10.00-12.00)
Reducing Energy Costs
Through On-site
Generation and the
Pathway to Net zero

July 29th
Energy Update
(14.00 – 14.45)
Members only
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MEUC Online EXPO 21
(Week 2)
October 11th-14th
MEUC Online EXPO 21
(Week 3)
November 25th
Energy Update
(14.00 – 14.45)
Members only
December 7th-9th
Winter Policy Group
Webinars

September 27th-30th
 EUC Online EXPO 21
M
(Week 1)
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MEUC Update
into the detail around Reserve Services such as the Short Term
Operating Reserve (STOR), before moving on to cover Fast
Reserve, Firm Frequency Response, Dynamic Containment (DT)
and The Capacity Market. It also provides an overview of schemes
from your local DNOs and a contact address for each.
Chapter 6: Case studies of demand side response and storage
schemes on the other hand, outlines the experiences of

VIEW
HERE

“Eddie Proffitt has been central to all three of
the guide’s publications. Updating each one
to provide major energy users with a greater
understanding of the opportunities available
from Demand Side Flexibility and Response.
His drive to encourage self-help in the
energy industry is a mainstay of his ethos
and I thank him for his continuing guidance
and support to MEUC’s members.”
Robin Hale, Chief Executive, MEUC
nine companies, from Marriot International Hotels to Saint
Gobain providing insight into the reasons why each route was
taken and the results from it. Marks & Spencer for example,
explain why getting involved in STOR and the Capacity Market
on top of Triad Avoidance was the right fit for the business.

Balancing the electricity system with
demand side flexibility and storage
Great Britain’s electricity system continues its major
transformation as we move away from fossil fuel generation
to embrace renewable and a more diverse, decentralised and
carbon-free supply. In this evolving landscape, understanding
the complexities of our changing demand has allowed major
energy users the ability to assist in keeping the lights on, whilst
benefitting in the process.
Balancing the electricity system with demand side flexibility and
storage provides a great starting point for those looking to
understand the demand side proposition in order to access
additional revenue by offering balancing services to National
Grid ESO or local DNO either directly or through a third party.
Now in its third iteration and in collaboration with National Grid’s
Power Responsive, the guide will aid you in your demand side
flexibility journey. Comprising of six chapters, you will learn about:
The growing need for flexibility; Using flexibility to reduce charges;
Demand side flexibility opportunities; Accessing the schemes;
Electricity storage for industrial and commercial energy users and
Case studies of demand side response and storage schemes.
Chapter 3: Demand Side flexibility opportunities, provides a clear
and straightforward picture of the services that can be accessed
through National Grid ESO, aggregators and suppliers. It dives
Page 4 B&UU
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Net Zero

Why the gas network
still has a place in a
zero-carbon future
Tim Harwood, Head of Programme Management and H21
Project Director at Northern Gas Networks explains why Britain
should not turn its back on gas.

It is of course our primary concern too.
The UK’s gas network has a world-class
safety record and to make hydrogen a
credible fuel for the future we need to be
able to deliver it as safely and reliably as
we deliver natural gas today.
Through the H21 Leeds City Gate report,
we first established that a conversion
to hydrogen is technically possible and
economically viable and over the last two
years we’ve turned our attention to other
aspects of a hydrogen gas conversion,
including safety.
One major testing programme has been
carried out at the Health and Safety
Executive’s Science Division (HSE-SD) in
Buxton, and a further programme of work
has been completed, with further work
packages underway, at DNV’s research
facility at Spadeadam in Cumbria. The
work included testing the leakage rates
of hydrogen compared to natural gas
and understanding the consequences of
leakage on a huge range of distribution
network assets.
Assets were retrieved from the natural gas
network and tested under strict hydrogen
conditions, with the work demonstrating
that assets which did not leak with
methane, also did not leak with hydrogen.
Also, for those assets that did leak, the
rate at which hydrogen leaked was within
the expected and calculated limits.

When the UK Government announced its
highly ambitious 2050 net zero emissions
target, industry could be forgiven for
thinking that the writing was on the wall
for gas.
Heating homes and powering industry
with gas is currently responsible for more
than 30 per cent of the country’s carbon
emissions, so it’s inevitable that the use
of natural gas will need to fall to meet
climate obligations.
But that doesn’t mean we have to turn
our back on the multi-billion pound gas
infrastructure which is currently critical
to meeting the energy demands of the
country. Each year we use a mind blowing
900 terra-watt hours of gas compared to
just 300 terra-watt hours of electricity.
The gas network supplies us with a
reliable, resilient and safe source of
energy and has the ability to respond to
a seasonal demand, with peak winter gas
Page 6 B&UU

requirements typically fivefold summer
demand and an event such as the ‘Beast
from the East’ leading to the network
effortlessly meeting the additional
demand of one in 20 year extreme
weather event.
Our work towards transporting a cleaner
fuel through our pipes began in 2015.
We lead the Ofgem-funded H21 suite of
projects, on behalf of the gas industry
along with the UK’s other gas distribution
and transmission network companies
and additional partners. Our work focuses
on whether hydrogen, which produces
no carbon when burned, can be used
as an alternative to natural gas (which is
predominately made up of methane).
Our recent market research found
that amongst businesses aware of
hydrogen there was 85 per cent support
for a hydrogen gas conversion. And,
unsurprisingly the major concern raised
relating to hydrogen was safety.

This was supplemented by further
rigorous testing, involving more than
380 experiments at Spadeadam to
understand how hydrogen behaves if
it does leak. The results enabled ‘Risk
Assessments’, which are used for natural
gas, to be updated for using hydrogen in
the UK’s gas network.
The current phase of the H21 project
sees daily operational procedures
carried out under 100 percent hydrogen
conditions. At Spadeadam, a one
kilometre ‘MicroGrid’ has been built to
mirror a typical UK distribution network.
It will be used to understand how we
would manage the network under 100
percent hydrogen conditions and will link
to three demonstration houses fitted with
hydrogen boilers. In 2022 the MicroGrid
will also link to FutureGrid, a mini gas
transmission network being built at the
site by National Grid. At this point, the
network will represent a unique ‘beach to
burner’ hydrogen demonstration facility.
In addition, we’ve secured the lease of
land incorporating an unused section of
Major Energy Users’ Council

the gas network in the South Bank area of
Middlesbrough for further rigorous testing,
once planning consent is secured. The site
formally housed around 70 terraced homes
and was deemed ideal for its likeness to
a typical UK residential area. The houses
were demolished around a decade ago
but, as the underground network has since
been untouched, the gas infrastructure and
other utilities, along with the carriageways
and footpaths, remain intact. The trials will
provide further vital evidence about the
compatibility of the existing gas network to
distribute hydrogen.
Whilst transporting hydrogen in the gas
network may sound like a new concept,
history tells us that it already has a rich
heritage within the UK gas industry.
From the early 1800s, as a component of
towns gas, hydrogen comprised up to 50
per cent of the gas supply and it’s only
since the switch to natural gas 50 years
ago that hydrogen has no longer been
transported through our gas network.
We also don’t have to look back very far
in history to find a successful blueprint
for a UK gas conversion. Following the
discovery of natural gas below the North
Sea, the UK undertook a successful gas
conversion between the mid 1960s and
70s. The way the conversion was tackled,
with areas sectorised and upgraded
chronologically, holds a lot of merit and
provides us with a blueprint for how we
would carry out a UK-wide hydrogen gas
conversion today.
In another strand of H21 work, we
recently modelled the gas networks in
the major urban areas of Bournemouth,
Cardiff, Edinburgh, Hull and Beverley,
Liverpool, Teesside and West Yorkshire
to explore how well a 100 per cent
hydrogen network could meet customer
gas needs. We were able to identify the
work involved in building the conversion
strategy for each town. In another H21
project, we recently sought the views and
needs of industrial and commercial users
to understand their views of a hydrogen
gas conversion, in conjunction with the
Institution of Gas Engineer and Managers
(IGEM) and Cadent.
Whilst the H21 project is paving the way
for a hydrogen gas conversion in the
future there is already clear progress being
made. The Government’s ten-point plan
to tackle the net zero target commits to
the production of hydrogen for transport,
home heating and industry. The plan
includes pledges for hydrogen blending,
a neighbourhood receiving hydrogen
Major Energy Users’ Council

by 2023 and a whole town, with tens of
thousands of homes, receiving hydrogen
by the close of the decade.
As a partner in HyDeploy, a project aimed
at demonstrating that blends of up to 20
per cent hydrogen can be added to the
natural gas supply without any impact on
the user, we are about to make history
by supplying the community of Winlaton,
near Gateshead, with a hydrogen blend.
It’s the first time hydrogen has been
blended with natural gas and supplied
on a public gas supply. The 668 homes,
local school, church and a few small
businesses will receive the blend for ten
months and the beauty is that, as current
appliances are designed to work with
a blend of up to 23 per cent hydrogen,
there is no impact on customers in terms
of appliances, or how they use gas.
Whilst 20 per cent blends won’t take
us to net zero, demonstrations such as
these are an important stepping stone to
enable hydrogen production to ramp up.

our fellow gas distributor Cadent and the
Government’s Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS). The
houses will be built by the summer and will
showcase the use of 100 per cent hydrogen
for domestic heating and cooking.
For the first time, the Hydrogen Homes
will give members of the public a
glimpse into a hydrogen-fuelled future,
enabling them to interact with a range
of hydrogen-fed appliances including
boilers, hobs, cookers, fires and a
barbecue. The appliances look and
feel like today’s natural gas appliances,
showing that a transition to net zero via
a hydrogen gas conversion will lead to
limited disruption compared to other
alternatives.
The Government’s Hy4heat programme,
led by BEIS, is studying the technical
requirements and challenges associated
with an industrial hydrogen conversion
and estimating the associated costs and
timeframes. As well as being involved in

From the early 1800s, as a component of towns
gas, hydrogen comprised up to 50 per cent of the
gas supply and it’s only since the switch to natural
gas 50 years ago that hydrogen has no longer been
transported through our gas network.
If all the UK’s homes were fuelled by a
20 per cent hydrogen blend, the carbon
saving would be the equivalent as
removing 2.5 million cars from the road.
HyDeploy is also working with Pilkington
Glass and Unilever to understand
blending for industrial processes. A
hydrogen blend will be supplied to
a 55 MW glass furnace to test for
combustion control and product
quality with Pilkington Glass, and will
be providing a hydrogen blend to a
7 MW steam boiler at Unilever to confirm
furnace operability. To put this scale into
context, the glass furnace and steam
boiler are the equivalent of around
2,300 and 300 normal domestic boilers
respectively. Further industrial trials will
be conducted in the future to continue
to build the necessary evidence for
industrial and commercial gas users.
At our Low Thornley site close to
Gateshead, we are building the first
Hydrogen Homes in partnership with

the development of domestic hydrogen
appliances, such as those showcased
in the Hydrogen Homes, their work
also involves developing appliances for
commercial and industrial such as space
heaters and catering equipment.
Most recently, the Government’s sixth
carbon budget has set a new, even more
challenging target of reducing carbon
emissions in the UK by 78 per cent of
1990 levels before 2035. It’s clear that
achieving this target will require every
decarbonisation solution we have at our
disposal. We are excited to be working
towards repurposing billions of pounds
of pipe assets to meet this challenge,
providing clean burning hydrogen to
millions of customers around the UK
with minimum disruption and cost. Over
the next 15 years gas networks will play
a vital part in the Government’s plans for
net zero as we work together to make the
UK and the world a greener place for our
children to grow up in.
B&UU Page 7

MEUC News

Decarbonisation
of heat strategy
Eddie Proffitt, MEUC Technical Director discusses heat pumps
and alternative solutions to generating net zero in buildings.
During our Policy Group meeting in
March, I admitted that when my gas
boiler failed a year ago, I replaced it with
a similar boiler at a total installed cost
of £1,900 rather than the alternative of a
total conversion to a system using a heat
pump costing many times that amount.
As my property was built only 12 years
ago there is no provision or space for
a hot water cylinder with an immersion
heater plus larger radiators fitted due to
the lower water temperature from the
heat pump. You will have to forgive me if
I was misinformed.
Even with a grant from the Renewable
Heat Incentive (RHI) scheme, the
difference in cost was still substantial so I
chose the easy way out of a straight swap.
The Prime Minister said we will be
installing 600,000 heat pumps each year
by 2028. Ignoring the last 12 months,
that were affected by Covid, the rolling
average for the previous three years was
160,000 new homes built each year.
So, 440,000 domestic consumers each
year by 2028, will have to be persuaded
or incentivised not to repeat my choice,
alternatively the Government will have
to ban gas boiler replacement when
the existing boiler fails, which could be
political suicide.
In addition, we have seen from a recent
consumer survey on climate change,
just two per cent supported increasing
heating bills.
In that case let us examine some figures:
•	Number of UK homes with gas heating
– 24.3 million homes (Xoserve).
•	Maximum heat pump lifespan 15 years
(Greenmatch.co.uk)

The required rate to replace all gas
boilers is 1.75 million installations a year
from 2028, or nearly three times the
declared government rate.
At our Policy Group meeting the
BEIS spokesperson talked about the
Renewable Heat Incentive being replaced
by Clean Heat Grants of up to £4,000/
household. Taking the 1.75m/year
installations at a grant of £4,000 each, we
have a government investment required
of £7bn/year.
With this as the background, the gas
industry some years ago recognised
the problem and began investigating
alternatives to converting the whole of
the UK’s heating to electricity.
One of the first companies was Northern
Gas Network (NGN) who identified
one of the cities in their network that
could be isolated from the remainder
of their pipelines and have increasing
percentages of hydrogen blended with
natural gas. The city was Leeds and in
July 2016, the H21 Leeds City Gate report
was launched in Westminster.
I will not go into any more detail on this
proposal as NGN, who is a member of
MEUC, has covered the details of Leeds
and other project they are involved with in
far more detail on pages 6&7 of this edition.
From this start, the UK gas industry
has got firmly behind hydrogen being
the alternative heat source for homes,
allowing the existing infrastructure of
pipes to continue to be utilised.
In addition, at least two manufacturers
have already designed boilers capable
of using natural gas or hydrogen with a
claimed 20-minute conversion time.

With a life cycle of 15 years, by 2043 (15
years from 2028) we must have reached
24.3 million installations as by then we will
be replacing at the same rate.

To establish the safety case for hydrogen,
NGN has provided redundant gas
equipment they have removed, to the HSE
at their site at Buxton for proving trials to be
carried out to confirm existing equipment is
safe to be used with hydrogen.

If we install 600,000 per year, we will have
installed nine million heat pumps by 2043
when they will start to require replacing.

Indeed, some of this equipment was
used prior to 1965 when we converted
from Town Gas to Natural Gas. Town Gas
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contained up to 60 per cent hydrogen so
hopefully the outcome of the HSE’s tests
can be predicted.
Cadent, NGN, HSE and Keele University
have been co-operating on a scheme
since 2019 called HyDeploy, which begun
to blend up to 20 per cent hydrogen with
natural gas in the heating system of their
student accommodation, before moving on
to involving 650 homes in the North East.
The next proposal came from Cadent
with the HyNet project. This proposes
building a hydrogen production plant
combined with carbon capture and
storage (CCUS) on the south bank of the
river Mersey in the region of the Stanlow
oil refinery. The carbon captured would
be piped into empty natural gas wells in
the Irish Sea.
We then had the Humber Hydrogen
partnership of Drax, Equinor and National
Grid Ventures proposing another
hydrogen scheme with CCUS, with the
carbon being piped into redundant wells
in the North Sea.
A more recent announcement has been
Scotia Gas Networks H100 Fife project
to supply hydrogen to 300 homes in
Levenmouth.
Following on was the HyNTS project
to test National Transmission System
equipment at DNV-GL’s remote site at
Spadeadam, Cumbria. The partners in this
case are National Grid Gas, NGN, HSE,
Fluxys of Belgium and Edinburgh and
Durham Universities.
There have been suggestions of
hydrogen as a means of storing energy
from surplus wind generation as we
target 40GW of offshore wind by 2030.
Instead of paying wind generators large
amounts to be “constrained off” at times
of high wind and low demand, the surplus
could be used for energy storage through
hydrogen production.
And the very latest has been the
announcement of Northern Gas Networks
(NGN) and BP to collaborate on the
potential of hydrogen for meeting the UK
Government’s target of net zero carbon
emissions by 2050.
This has led to a proposed East Coast
hydrogen project involving a number of
gas transporters.
So, lots of activity and projects proposed
linked to natural gas replacement, perhaps
by the time my new gas boiler fails, the
replacement will be simple and not need a
redesign of my whole property.
Major Energy Users’ Council

MEUC Update
Coming soon? Rate your
water wholesaler
Karma Loveday, MEUC Water Policy Adviser provides a heads
up on a prospective new incentive scheme to drive water
wholesalers to serve business customers better.
Moves are afoot in the water sector to set
up a new system under which wholesalers
could face penalties or earn rewards
based on how business customers rate
the service they have received.
Water regulator Ofwat commissioned
consultant Europe Economics to scope
out the concept and feasibility of what
is being termed a ‘B-MeX’ (business
customer measure of experience) scheme.
This would echo the principle of three
existing schemes wholesalers are already
subject to: C-MeX (based on service
provided to household customers); D-MeX
(service provided to developers); and
R-MeX (service provided to water retailers).
Europe Economics has endorsed the idea,
arguing that a B-MeX incentive that focuses
on the qualitative aspects of service could
“fill important gaps in the existing regulatory
framework” and incentivise wholesalers
to improve their service offering for
non-household customers. It noted: “Many
of these qualitative aspects would be
difficult to quantify objectively, yet in other
market settings would be something that
firms subject to competitive pressures
would be keen to do well for fear of losing
customers to their rivals. A B-MeX regime
could potentially provide wholesalers with
a similar incentive to seek to improve end
customer experience.”
Europe Economics advised that the
scope of a B-MeX measure should
extend to all activities where the
wholesaler has a material role to play in
ensuring good end-customer outcomes.
It argued that while in many cases both
the retailer and wholesaler have a role
to play in realising such outcomes, it
would be unwise to adopt a B-MeX
regime that only provides incentives for
services where no responsibility could be
attached to the retailer. “If there are some
activities where wholesalers’ behaviour
is partly, but not fully, responsible for the
customers’ level of satisfaction, B-MeX
should be incentivising the wholesaler
to attempt to improve end-customers
outcomes, by directly improving their
Major Energy Users’ Council

service offering or engaging with the
retailer with a view to realising better
outcomes for business customers. It
would be wrong to send a message that
there is no need to do anything because
the retailer also has a role to play.”
Major users’ views should be well
represented
The report recommended the metric
should depend primarily on evidence from
surveying business customers who have
had recent dealings with wholesalers.
It considered whether the experience
of certain customers should be given
more weight than others – “for example,
assigning more importance to responses
of the largest business customers
could mimic the incentives present in
competitive markets on firms to focus
service provision on those who consume
the most.” The researchers indicated
support for this idea, but recommended
formal weighting wouldn’t be necessary
if the survey is limited to customers that
have recently engaged with wholesalers,
as that group is likely to feature a larger
share of large businesses than the general
population of businesses anyway.

Have your say!
Exclusive upcoming
opportunities for MEUC
members

The MEUC water team is hosting two
online meetings in July designed to give
our members a say on crucial issues at
the heart of the water market.
•	1 July 2021 – Metering Forum.
We are scoping out interest in putting
together a multi-stakeholder group
focused exclusively on water metering
issues – reads, asset data, smart
metering, data standards, open sharing
and much more. The intention is to
ensure the customer voice is present
as key decisions are taken about the

Europe Economics also considered
whether complaints data should be used
as a component of B-MeX scores but
concluded that “complaints data [should]
help with the design of a B-MeX regime,
but that complaints should not be used in
the actual scheme.”
Pilot 2022
The report’s initial suggestion was that
B-MeX be based on relative measures of
performance, under which wholesalers
over or under perform relative to their
peers. It reasoned: “Relative measures
of performance may create similar
incentives to those that firms operating
in a competitive market might face,
encouraging wholesalers to compete
and do better than other wholesalers on
the business customer experience they
provide. This also means that relative
measures of performance will entail
implicit targets that evolve over time to
reflect improvements in what the industry
is able to achieve. Wholesalers will
permanently have incentives to strive to
outdo other wholesalers.”
Europe Economics advised a working
group be formed from key market
participants to develop a pilot to run from
April 2022, initially without financial rewards
or penalties but with wholesaler scores
published (unless there are compelling
reasons to believe the data is unreliable). It
said the expectation should be to have a
financial incentive regime in place for 2024,
be this via the next water price control
PR24 or the retail market’s existing Market
Performance Framework.
future of water metering in the market,
in light of market operator MOSL’s
Strategic Metering Review.
•	14 July 2021 – Tell Ofwat what you
think of the water market.
Following similar successful meetings
in 2018, 2019 and 2020, the MEUC has
once again secured an opportunity
for our members to feedback directly
to Ofwat on their water market
experiences. This year, this will be via an
online round table event. Ofwat will use
the feedback to inform its 2021 State of
the Market report, as well as its wider
policy work, so it is a great opportunity
for members to have a say at the heart
of the market.
Contact: karma.loveday@meuc.co.uk for
more information
B&UU Page 9

Parliamentary Insights

Sixth carbon budget supports
industrial decarbonisation strategy
Geoff Davies of WWAM Writers finds carbon and security both high on the Government’s
current agenda.

A report from the Public Accounts Committee, published in early
March, said that the Government – as hosts to the international
climate summit COP26 – lacked a plan for how it would achieve
net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, despite having
set a target – in law – almost two years ago. The Committee’s
view was that while the Government intended to publish ‘a
plethora of strategies’ this year, setting out how it would reduce
emissions in different sectors ranging from transport to the
heating of buildings, it had ‘no coordinated plan’ with clear
milestones towards achieving the target.
Departments across government were not yet sufficiently
considering the impacts on net zero when taking forward
projects and programmes. The Treasury had changed the
guidance on policy appraisal to ensure that the departments
placed greater emphasis on the environmental impacts, but
hadn’t yet set out how this would work in practice.
As if in response to this, in the middle of March, Business and
Energy Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng announced the Government’s
new Industrial Decarbonisation Strategy, described by the
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS)
in different phrases:
1	as ‘an ambitious blueprint to deliver the world’s first
low-carbon industrial sector,’ with over £1bn allocated
to cut emissions from industry, schools and hospitals;
2.	as ‘the Government’s vision for building a competitive,
greener future for the manufacturing and construction
sector’; and
3. 	as ‘part of the Government’s path to net zero by 2050.’ More
specifically defined objectives were to cut emissions by
two thirds in just 15 years, and to support 80,000 UK jobs
over the next 30 years. Help for existing industry was to be
complemented by encouragement given to the growth of
new low-carbon industries, as well as by the provision of
‘long-term certainty’ for businesses to invest in ‘home-grown’
decarbonisation technology such as the capture and storage
of emissions from industrial plants.
To ‘kick-start’ the Industrial Decarbonisation process, £171m from
the Industrial Decarbonisation Challenge was being allocated
to nine green tech projects in Scotland, South Wales, the North
West, Humber and Teesside, to undertake engineering and
design studies for the ‘roll-out’ of decarbonisation structure.
To reduce emissions from public buildings including hospitals,
schools and council buildings, £932m was being directed to
429 projects across England. The Government also stated
its intention to introduce new rules for measuring the energy
and carbon performance of the UK’s largest commercial and
Page 10 B&UU

industrial buildings, including office blocks and factories in
England and Wales.
Other commitments within the strategy were defined as to:
1. 	use carbon pricing as a tool for getting industries to take
account of their emissions in their business and investment
decisions;
2. 	establish the right policy framework to ensure uptake
of switching in industry from fossil fuels to low-carbon
alternatives;
3. 	establish a targeted approach to mitigate against carbon
leakage;
4. 	develop proposals for new product standards enabling
manufacturers to clearly distinguish their products;
5. 	explore the role of coordinated action on public procurement
to create demand for green industrial products;
6.	use the Government’s Infrastructure Delivery Taskforce
to ensure the land planning regime was fit for building
low-carbon infrastructure;
7. 	work with the recently re-constituted Steel Council to
consider the implications of the recommendation of the
Climate Change Committee to set targets for ore-based
steelmaking to reach near-zero emissions by 2035;
8. support the skills transition;
9. 	expect industrial emissions to fall by two thirds by 2035,
and by at least 90 per cent by 2050 compared with 2018
levels; and
10.	expect at least three megatons of CO2 to be captured
within industry by 2030.
Following up on this in mid-April, the BEIS and the Prime
Minister’s Office jointly announced that the UK’s sixth Carbon
Budget would for the first time incorporate the UK’s share
of international aviation and shipping emissions. It was the
Government’s intention to set ‘the world’s most ambitious
climate change target’ into law to reduce emissions by 78
per cent by 2035 compared with 1990 levels. In line with the
recommendation from the Climate Change Committee, the
Budget would limit the volume of greenhouse gases emitted
over a five-year period from 2033 to 2037, taking the UK ‘more
than three quarters of the way’ to reaching net zero by 2050.
The new target – up from the previous 68 per cent – would
be enshrined into law by the end of June 2021, with legislation
setting out the Government’s commitments laid in Parliament
on the 21st April.
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Planning for electricity failure
At the beginning of April, BEIS stated that working with its
industry partners, the devolved administrations and the Ofgem
regulator, it had undertaken a review of the current regulatory
framework for dealing with widespread electricity failure.
As a safeguard against a worst-case scenario in the form
of a possible nationwide electricity failure (comparable to
large-scale events in South Australia, Argentina and the USA),
it had worked extensively with the National Grid Electricity
System Operator (NGESO) to plan for and mitigate risks that
could disrupt electricity supplies.
NGESO had ‘a range of tools’ to keep the electricity system
in balance, and the National Electricity Transmission System
was ‘highly resilient’ with automatic tools and protections to
guard against faults and system-wide failures. In the event of
a total or partial shut-down of the System, NGESO also had
‘robust procedures’ to restore power. Nevertheless, following
the review, the Government intended to strengthen the current
regulatory framework by introducing a legally binding target
for the restoration of electricity supplies, in the form of a new
Electricity System Restoration Standard. Developed with
‘significant engagement’ from electricity stakeholders including
generators, network companies, and NGESO, this would require
NGESO to have sufficient capability and arrangements in place
to restore 100 per cent of Great Britain’s electricity demand
within five days. It should also be implemented regionally,
with an interim target of 60 per cent of regional demand to be
restored within 24 hours.
The BEIS additionally published further details relating to
seventeen sectors – including civil nuclear, energy and transport
– within the scope of the mandatory notification regime under
the National Security and Investment Bill. The aim in so doing
was defined as being to ensure that those investors and
businesses that had to tell the Government about proposed
acquisitions had ‘certainty over the targeted and proportionate
approach’. It was also the intention that they would have to notify
a dedicated government unit through a digital portal about
certain types of transactions, with investments screened more
quickly than the current regime, and transactions assessed
within thirty working days.
Eyes on renewables and emissions
In a letter to Business Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng, the
Environmental Audit Committee emphasised the ‘substantial
potential’ of the tidal power sector to contribute to the UK’s
renewable energy mix. In the latest stage of its inquiry, it had
heard that current tidal stream projects in development already
had the capacity to deliver 1GW of electricity to the grid.
However, it had also heard that tidal range projects such as
lagoons and barrages were ‘stuck at the concept stage’, without
sufficient funding to undertake studies required to secure further
backing to assess long-term viability.
The Committee urged the Government to discuss an
administrative strike price for Contracts for Difference round
4, which would allow tidal stream projects in development
to proceed to the grid offer. It also recommended that the
Government should ‘engage constructively’ with the sector on
Major Energy Users’ Council

its proposal for a purchasing power agreement model which
could see developers and investors paid for energy generated
without the costs being passed on to domestic bills.
Committee Chair Philip Dunne commented: ‘Tidal power
can offer numerous benefits and potential for the UK, which
boasts over 7,500 miles of coastline and unrivalled resources
to generate reliable power supplies without the vagaries of
sunlight or wind.’ He also noted that ‘tidal range projects are
relatively cheap to maintain once the initial costs are paid off.’
The Government published an up-date to its guidance on
participating in the UK Emissions Trading Scheme (UK ETS),
which replaced the European Union’s scheme on 1st January.
It also said that the first auction under the Scheme would take
place in May. The UK Scheme applies to energy intensive
industries, the power generation sector, and aviation. It
covers activities involving combustion of fuels in installations
with a total rated thermal input exceeding 20 MW, except in
installations for the incineration of hazardous or municipal waste.
The aviation routes covered by the UK ETS include UK domestic
flights, flights between the UK and Gibraltar, and flights
departing to the European Economic Area states conducted by
all of the included aircraft operators, regardless of nationality.
Businesses carrying out an activity covered by the UK ETS will
need a greenhouse gas permit; they may also need a small
emitter or hospital permit (if classed as a small emitter or a
hospital) or an emissions monitoring plan (if an aircraft operator).
Activities covered by the UK ETS are any of the activities listed
in Schedule 1 (for aviation) and Schedule 2 (for stationary
installations) of the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Scheme
Order 2020.
Ahead of its formal establishment as part of the Environment
Bill, the new interim Office for Environmental Protection is to be
set up in non-statutory form, to provide independent oversight
of the Government’s environmental progress and to accelerate
the foundation of the full body. The interim body is to be chaired
by Dame Glenys Stacey, while the interim Chief Executive
will be Natalie Prosser, with other non-executive directors to
be appointed in the coming weeks. Following Royal Assent
of the Environment Bill, expected in the autumn, this group
will formally become the Board of the Office for Environment
Protection as an independent legal entity.
Meanwhile the interim body will be able to:
1.	produce and publish an independent assessment
of progress in relation to the implementation of the
Government’s 25 year Environment Plan;
2.	develop the Office’s strategy including its enforcement
policy;
3.	receive complaints from members of the public about
failures of public authorities to comply with environmental
law;
4. take decisions on operational matters such as staff
recruitment, accommodation and facilities; and
5. determine approaches for how the Office will form and
operate, establishing its character, ways of working and
its voice.
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Net Zero

Practical
decarbonisation
of heat
Heavy gas users face a significant challenge to reach
net zero, but there is good news, says David Kipling,
Chief Executive Officer, Onsite Energy Projects.
Whether your operations use steam or
directly combust gas e.g. for a kiln or
furnace, gas has historically been the
first choice fuel. It’s not that electricity
isn’t usable for these applications
(electric induction furnaces reach as high
as 3300 degrees F, and there are readily
available electric steam generators up to
600 degrees F), but gas is a lot cheaper
and is reliable. Gas typically is up to six
times cheaper per kWh than electricity.
That makes switching challenging.
There are other reasons to why
electricity isn’t used. The main reasons
tend to be:
a. sunk investment,
b. the current system hasn’t been
challenged – ‘it’s the way it’s always
been done’ and
c. internal resistance to change – ‘if it isn’t
broken, don’t fix it’.
It should also be noted that the gas grid
is much more reliable than the electric
grid, which is increasingly prone to brown
and black outs, which matters a lot if your
process is sensitive to interruption.
Gas has a lower CO2 footprint at 184
kg/kWh compared to grid electricity
(which in 2019 was 255 kg/kWh). So
why is gas ‘bad’? The electric grid is on
a trajectory to system zero kg/kWh by
2050. Many companies have purchased
‘green’ renewable energy tariffs for
their electricity and are claiming zero
emissions (which at a system level just
means that the rest of the population
is consuming ‘dirtier’ electricity – but
that’s another topic!) which means what
is left – i.e. gas – is blocking their way to
net zero.
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Plans for reducing the footprint of
natural gas currently centre on diluting
it with hydrogen. It isn’t yet clear if that
hydrogen will be Blue (created from fossil
sources, but where the carbon emissions
are captured and stored) or Green (made
from non-fossil sources). Targets range
up to 20 per cent hydrogen by 2030.
A consequence for heavy gas users of
hydrogen exceeding 20 per cent is that
most combustion equipment will need to
be replaced, at considerable cost.
The plans for 100 per cent hydrogen
pipelines depend heavily on government
support due to the massive infrastructure
investment cost. Reliable sources
of hydrogen production need to be
established – sufficient to maintain supply
pressure in the distribution pipelines. The
best case cost of hydrogen I have heard
to date is 4.0p/kWh, which will still leave
it at twice the cost of gas.
I envisage a classic ‘chicken and egg’
adoption scenario. Businesses will
be unlikely to commit capital in the
expectation of hydrogen being delivered
to their door, until its actually available.
The infrastructure will want users to switch
in order to support the investment in
pipelines and hydrogen generation. There
will also be a lag in adoption because of
the lead time of major capital projects.
A policy shift could accelerate the
change. Introduction of legislation or
introduction of heavy carbon taxes could
tip the scales, but UK business needs
to remain competitive globally, so it’s
unlikely this would be a unilateral UK
action. We have recently been involved
in a heavy fuel oil replacement project
driven by regulatory change.

So what can be done practically to
decarbonise heat until this is all clearer?
We see three main strategies:
1.	Cut gas usage through efficiency
measures. These measures can
include burner upgrades, reviewing
condensate reuse, efficiency of steam
traps or adapting existing systems for
instance by pre-heating combustion air.
Also taking steps to modulate usage or
alter operating hours.
2.	More efficient technology or processes.
We often encounter oversized steam
boilers, which waste gas. Technology in
heat recovery is developing rapidly. It’s
now possible to use waste heat streams
to produce steam. Waste heat can also
be used to chill down to -40 degrees C.
3.	Deploy onsite generation to narrow
the cost difference between gas
and electricity. The Levelised Cost of
Energy (LCOE) of electricity from onsite
generation can be within two times
the cost of gas, which reduces the
economic ‘hit’ of moving away from gas,
and can also provide greater reliability
and defence against grid anomalies.
As with all investment decisions its
important to take a data-led approach to
support the business case. In our recent
HFO replacement project, the eventual
outcome was an ‘all-electricity’ solution,
which offered the best operating costs,
lowest capex cost and the best future
proofing. But getting the ‘all-electric’
option under consideration was the
‘battle’ due to preconceptions and some
bias. Given the pace of technology
change in this area, its best to ensure all
relevant options are considered.
Decarbonisation is going to require
significant capital investment. The
nature of these projects will mean
longer project paybacks than is usual.
When the hydrogen ‘switch’ comes, the
capital investment needed will be at an
unprecedented level. For these longer
term measures an off-balance sheet
energy supply agreement can play a
significant role in enabling projects.
These can enable 2-10 year payback
measures to be implemented, where
they wouldn’t normally meet ROCE
thresholds.
If you would like to discuss how to
progress decarbonisation of heat in your
business, please contact David Kipling,
at david@on-site.energy
(www.on-site.energy).
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Energy

Do you need
a consultant?
Alex Hill, Managing Director of ZTP poses key
questions for you to answer.
An odd question for the Managing Director of a consultancy to
pose, I’ll grant you that… But the answer isn’t as clear cut as we
would like it to be.
A better question for you to first ask is: “What am I trying to
achieve?” With over a thousand Third Party Intermediaries
(TPIs) in the UK energy market, there is a consultancy offering
to meet almost every budget and service requirement, which
can vary drastically from company to company. However,
regardless of whether you are a micro entity or a global
corporation, almost all companies have or will soon have
similar core requirements and responsibilities regarding
energy. Some of these are outlined below:
•	
Purchasing Management – ensuring costs are reduced
and budgets are protected while achieving any additional
qualitative business requirements.

yourself, simply answer between 1 (Does not have Knowledge/
Time/Tools) and 10 (Has Knowledge/Time/Tools). Any
function with a score of lower than 5 may require a consultant’s
assistance, those higher than 5 may be managed internally.
In the scenario provided we can see a company that has
strong knowledge in purchasing, consumption monitoring and
portfolio management, but lacks the systems for purchasing
and the time to effectively monitor usage. Given access to the
correct tools for purchasing, the limited time available to apply
to this function could in fact be enough to carry it out internally,
if the tools save time on processing and analysis. The company
is close to being self-sufficient in terms of energy monitoring
but may benefit from consultancy support with planning and
implementing change.
Unfortunately, the company does not have strong enough
knowledge, available time, or adequate tools for financial or
carbon reporting to accurately perform the functions internally.
For these functions the company would benefit from appointing
an external consultant.
The social, environmental, and financial cost of energy
management within any organisation is of critical importance,
especially given the current period of rapid change in reporting

•	
Financial Auditing and Reporting – ensuring budgets are set,
accruals are accurate, and bills are validated prior to payment.
•	
Consumption Monitoring, Reporting and Targeting –
ensuring that the company can set, reach, and exceed
consumption reduction targets.
Carbon and Legislative Reporting – ensuring that constantly
•	
moving and improving reporting requirements are met
accurately, to aid the company and wider global community
to combat climate change.
•	
Data and Portfolio Management – ensuring that an accurate
database of sites, meters, contracts, costs, consumption, and
carbon data is maintained to enable all other functions to
operate efficiently and accurately.
Whereas the above list is by no means exhaustive, it provides
a baseline for discussion by enabling companies to ask three
important questions – Do I have the knowledge? Do I have the
time? Do I have the tools to carry out these functions internally?
It is also important to remember that these questions can be
asked and answered independently for each of the functions
listed, because engaging with a consultant is not an all or
nothing decision.
As it is not a consultancy’s role to decide if a company needs
their help, but the company itself who should have the power to
make the decision, we have designed the below decision matrix
to aid independent decision-making. The matrix is designed to
identify strengths that would enable a company to manage their
own energy affairs, and weaknesses that may require support
from a third party.
For the purpose of this article the matrix has been prefilled
with answers from an example organisation. To use the matrix
Major Energy Users’ Council

For a working excel version of this matrix please email alexhill@ztpuk.com

requirements, technological advancements and charging
structures. This can lead to companies opting to outsource
all energy-related functions to an external team that are
seemingly better placed to mitigate these risks as they have
more knowledge, time and better tools. However, this may not
always be the best approach, as we can see in the scenario.
Sometimes a hybrid approach may yield the best results, with
the company taking more ownership of the functions where
they are stronger and augmenting their team with consultants
in areas where they are weaker. The benefits of this approach
lie not only in reduced consultancy costs for the company,
but from having in-house hands-on personnel who know the
business, engaged in its energy management journey. Do you
need a consultant? Possibly…but first consider your internal
strengths and build from there.
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Summer Webinars

Summer policy
group webinars
8th-10th June 2021
www.meucnetwork.co.uk/events
Set your out of office and book these dates in your diary. Join
us for a week of information filled content and great line up
of speakers who continue to bring you the latest information,
updates to regulations and insider insight from the wider
sectors that we are a part of.

Water sector
update
tuesday 8th June 2021
2pm – 3.30pm

Energy sector
update (part 1)
wednesday 9th June 2021
2pm – 3.30pm

Energy sector
update (part 2)
thursday 10th June 2021
2pm – 3.30pm

Water stewardship and sustainability:
everybody’s business

• Responsible stewardship of an
increasingly scarce resource

join us on 8th June for a bigger picture
look at water policy for major users.

• Building business resilience to water risk

In this session we will consider and
discuss:

The decarbonisation decade
join us on 9th June for a look at the
Decarbonisation Strategy, the difficult
subject of Heat Decarbonisation, current
schemes and future projections.

• Where water fits into wider sustainability
strategy
• Water on the Environmental Social and
Governance (ESG) investor agenda.

In this session we will consider and
discuss:
• Industrial Decarbonisation Strategy
• Hydrogen Schemes and Clusters
• East Coast Hydrogen.

Energy – contracts, trends, prices and
pass-through costs

In this session we will consider and
discuss:

join us on 10th June for a Market Update,
future trends, electricity generation and
non-commodity cost implications.

• Renewable Contracts
• Non-Commodity forecast
• Future Generation
• Market Trends.

For the latest agendas or to register www.meucnetwork.co.uk/events
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Metering webinars
29th, 30th June & 1st July
www.meucnetwork.co.uk/events
Metering: The journey to NET ZERO is nothing without it!
Join us 29th, 30th June and 1st July from 2pm-3.30pm to get
the latest insight into metering, monitoring and targeting in
electricity, gas and water on the journey towards maximum
carbon reduction. We will be running informal breakout
discussions where you can share your thoughts in a smaller
group, quiz the experts and highlight areas for change.

Gas

In this session we will consider and
discuss:

Tuesday 29th June

Almost halfway between the gas market
opening and our Net Zero target, what
has had the most impact and what will be
the biggest challenge?

updating your current meters or
appointing a MAM directly.
Data – record it, check it, manage it,
use it!
with the push for de-carbonisation, don’t
put your gas data on the back burner.

Meter Asset Manager (MAM’s the word)
Independent or included in your supply
contract, what you need to know before
embarking on a change of supplier,

Electricity
Wednesday 30th June

Understanding the Utility Park and your
data’s journey?
Simplifying the complex?
Metering assets, data provision and
reporting. Getting the right information at
the right time to maximise the available
opportunities.

Multi-utility sub-metering
providing you with the insight to take
action across your utilities portfolio.

The future for metering
communications
is your data-stream future-proof? Will
BT’s PSTN ‘switch over’ interrupt your
information? What you need to know
before 2025.
Sub-metering (including portable)
Taking action to identify efficiencies
across your utilities and save money.

Water
Thursday 1st July

View from WAVE
Metering – consumption data is a key
driver and constraint around customer
engagement with water efficiency and
21/22 looks to be an important year in
the market for improving data collection
with wholesalers ramping up their smart
metering programs and MOSL holding
their strategic metering review.

There is a risk that the voice of the
customer is being forgotten during the
good work going into both initiatives as
well lessons not being learnt or applied
from experiences in the energy market
and we feel MEUC could be a valuable
amplifier for this voice.

For the latest agendas or to register www.meucnetwork.co.uk/events
Major Energy Users’ Council
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Water

Driving manufacturing
efficiency through water
boreholes
Martin Smith, Managing Director at adi Environmental,
discusses how manufacturers can benefit from the use of
water boreholes, as they seek to drive down costs and go
green amidst an economic crisis.
Operational costs are an ever-present
focus in reducing wastage, driving
efficiencies and ultimately, becoming
more sustainable.
The pandemic has only shone further
light on this, impacting demand,
production, delivery and of course, costs.
Perhaps the biggest driver in all of this has
been the increased emphasis placed on
food manufacturers, pharmaceutical firms
and more – those deemed most essential
during the COVID-19 crisis and those
which experienced such a vast ramp up in
production in the past 12 months.
Here, the role of water use makes its play.
Once deemed a natural and ever-flowing
resource, it is estimated by the UN that
over 700m worldwide could be displaced
by intense water scarcity by 2030.
Couple this with the fact that
manufacturing accounts for almost
25 per cent of global freshwater
withdrawals, and the objective becomes
clear: smart action coupled with smart
solutions are needed.
But it’s not just environmental goals.
Utility costs too, are only increasing, so
alternative methods to fresh water supply
must be presented as viable operations
for 21st century manufacturing.
The cost of water
We’ve almost become accustomed as a
society to turning the tap and a rich and
chemically treated resource ever-flows
into our sinks – a basic human necessity
that is needed at a core level to survive.
For manufacturers water is needed in
vast quantities, particular within the food
sector, both as an ingredient, as well as
within processing operations, such as
heating and refrigeration.
Then there’s the market for water
treatment, which is set to grow by more
than five per cent by 2024.
But utility costs can throw in a spanner
in the works. On average, it is estimated
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that gas, water and electricity can
represent as much as 30 per cent of a
manufacturer’s budget.
Economically, mains water supply in the
UK can cost on average around £1.30/
m3, but there is huge capital investment
on top of this: storage, distribution,
chemicals and power needed for water
treatment, not to mention the costs of
disposing the water you’ve used. Closer
then, we’re looking at about £4.30/m3.
Regulatory standards only add to
the pressure, as well as increasing
imperatives to drive water efficiency.
UN Sustainable Development Goals,
on increasing the recycling and safe
reuse of water globally, has seen

system is typically added to collect the
natural water and pump it to the surface.
The advantages are almost immediately
clear: your own private, and crucially, free
to use supply. Delivering up to 20,000
litres of a water day, there is no additional
charge for the water, outside of the initial
installation work. Manufacturers just need
to consider an abstraction licence from
the Environment Agency if their use leans
more to the heavier side of the scale.
Boreholes in practice
We have seen the benefits of water
boreholes first-hand. Working with
Harper Adams University in Newport, we
provided a water treatment package to
remove iron and manganese from their
water supply to comply with drinking
water regulations.
Their facilities already used borehole
water for all requirements across the
campus, however a new borehole was
required with a new water treatment
plant room.
Older systems relied on very large
surface area sand filters to enable
effective treatment, particularly for
the required flow of 40,000 litres per
hour. Using innovative filter media,
we significantly reduced the size and

Economically, mains water supply in the UK can
cost on average around £1.30/m3, but there is huge
capital investment on top of this... not to mention
the costs of disposing the water you’ve used. Closer
then, we’re looking at about £4.30/m3.
some of the world’s top brands held
more accountable to their day-to-day
operational wastage.
Driving efficiency
Managing water means not just a desire,
but a key necessity to operational survival
and environmental commitments.
While many manufacturers believe
they must rely on mains water supplies,
alternative sources are bearing more fruit
in today’s climate.
Water boreholes are just one of the fresh
approaches that the manufacturing
industry is waking up to the benefits of.
The process involves drilling down into
the ground to access water, typically
deep beneath soil. Once drilled the
hole is cased with steel and a pumping

cost of the new plant, with less water
consumption for backwashing, less
wastewater costs, and energy savings.
Big brands too, have also jumped on
board. Thatchers Cider is just one of a
number of food and drink producers that
have implemented the process into their
manufacturing cycle.
Waste water, want not
With an ever-growing population and
increased pressure on food producers,
it is high time manufacturers across all
spaces looked at innovation in water
supply. While the resource will ever
remain an important part of production,
that’s not to say that smart action now
can’t reduce its use to enable positive
change for our environment, supply chain
and operational activities.
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News
Are you taking advantage of
130 per cent new tax-break
to build back greener?
The time is right to build back greener
by upgrading your energy infrastructure.
Thanks to the new Super-Deduction tax
break on plant and machinery, it’s never
been more affordable to unlock your
sustainable energy investment ambitions,
says Jack Presley Abbott, Senior
Regulatory Manager for Centrica.
In the March Budget, Chancellor Rishi
Sunak announced the brand-new
Super-Deduction capital expenditure
relief. It enables companies paying
Corporation Tax to claim 130 per
cent capital allowances on most new
plant and machinery investments that
ordinarily qualify for 18 per cent main
rate writing down allowances.
In addition, a new 50 per cent First-Year
Allowance (FYA) was announced for
special rate assets (including long
life items). This applies to most new
plant and machinery investments that
ordinarily qualify for six per cent special
rate writing down allowances.

to 25 per cent. For example, if you spend
£1m on qualifying items of equipment,
£1.3m can be deducted from taxable
profits – giving corporation tax relief at 19
per cent and a saving of £247,700.

relief is available on second hand and
leased equipment, as well as newly
purchased assets.

Previously, such expenditure would
either fall within a company’s annual
investment allowance and gain relief of
£19,000, or alternatively be tax-relieved
at 18 per cent of the cost per annum.

What energy equipment qualifies for
new Corporation Tax reliefs?

What is the expected impact of
Super-Deduction?

Most types of energy equipment should
qualify for either the Super-Deduction of 50
per cent FY, including, but not limited to:

The Government expects its capital
tax reliefs to kickstart investment by an
estimated 2.8 million companies that
incur qualifying expenditure on plant and
machinery. Rishi Sunak said he believed
his Super-Deduction corporation tax
relief would bring forward business
spending, while also increasing the
amount of investment. The Office for
Budget Responsibility estimates that at
its peak, the Super-Deduction will raise
the level of business investment by 10
per cent, or roughly £20bn a year.

• Solar panels
• Electric vehicle charge points
• Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
• Heat pumps
How much Corporation Tax can you save?
Under Super-Deduction, for every pound
a company invests, taxes are cut by up

Super-Deduction and FYA capital reliefs
apply temporarily to expenditure incurred
over the next two years – from 1 April 2021
until the end of March 2023. These reliefs are
just for new, unused plant and machinery,
not second-hand or leased assets.
Businesses can also benefit from Annual
Investment Allowances on investment
in low carbon equipment. which has
been extended to £1m for expenditure
incurred up to 31 December 2021. This

Coal or no coal?
Proposals for the UK’s first new deep coal mine to be opened up
near Whitehaven were reported to be attracting both opposition
and support. The opposition predictably comes from climate
activists horrified at the prospect, especially when the UK is due
to chair the COP26 UN climate summit in November. The support
comes from inhabitants of the town, who see the mine as offering
well paid jobs at the mine, plus more in the supply chain, capable
of transforming the depressed local economy.
Cumbria Country Council approved the proposals in October,
and the Government – in line with its stated wish to boost
Major Energy Users’ Council

former Labour-held seats in the north – approved them
in January, but in February the Council said that it was
reconsidering the matter. If opened, the mine would provide
coking coal to the steel industry, which currently imports it,
making the issue of what quantity of emissions from what
source far from straightforward.
Business Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng was reported to have
admitted that the subject was causing ‘tensions’ within the
Government, and after the arguments had rumbled on for a
few days, Communities Secretary, Robert Jenrick ‘called in’ the
plans for the mine prior to a public enquiry and a decision at
national level. This was not well received by Conservative MPs
in the north, who view the project as a means of providing a
boost for the economy of the region.
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News
Electricity and hydrogen can deliver net zero
by 2050 says global energy coalition
Two new reports analysing the feasibility
of achieving a net zero greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) economy by 2050 and
the actions required to put this target
within reach have been released.
Issued by the Energy Transitions
Commission (ETC), a coalition of
more than 45 leaders from global
energy producers, energy industries,
financial institutions and environmental
advocates, the reports argue that clean
electrification will be at the heart of this
transformation enabled by the rapidly
falling costs of renewable energy, with a
complementary role for clean hydrogen
technology in sectors that are difficult or
impossible to electrify.
The report Making Clean Electrification
Possible: 30 years to electrify the global
economy sets out why it is essential but
also feasible and affordable to multiply
the size of the global power system
fivefold, while shifting to renewable-based
electricity provision. The parallel report
Making the Hydrogen Economy
Possible: Accelerating clean hydrogen
in an electrified economy sets out the
complementary role for clean hydrogen
and how a combination of private-sector
collaboration and policy support can
drive the initial ramp up of clean hydrogen
production and use to reach 50 million
tonnes by 2030.

The ETC states that achieving a net zero
GHG emissions economy within the next
30 years is technically and economically
feasible. A profound transformation of the
global energy system is ahead – a net zero
GHG economy will be built on abundant,
affordable zero-carbon electricity.
Pace of renewables deployment to
be multiplied by 5-7 times by 2030
Electricity could represent up to 70 per
cent of final energy demand by 2050,
versus 20 per cent today, with total
electricity use expected to grow as much
as five times in the coming decades.
Transitioning to clean electricity as the
main source of final energy represents
the cheapest and most efficient way to
decarbonise the economy, it argues.
The rapidly falling costs of renewables
and storage solutions make it possible to
achieve the required expansion of clean
power systems at low cost, according
to the reports. However, wind and solar
must increase from today’s 10 per cent
of total electricity generation to about
40 per cent by 2030, and over 75 per cent
by 2050, it says.
“Annual wind and solar installations need
to grow by 5-7 times by 2030, and more
than 10 times by 2050. They must also be
accompanied by the parallel deployment

of other zero-carbon generation
technologies (like hydro and nuclear),
flexibility solutions, storage and power
networks to deliver zero-carbon power
systems at scale.”
Focussing on hydrogen the ETC continues:
“Clean hydrogen will play a complementary
role to decarbonise sectors where direct
electrification is likely to be technologically
very challenging or prohibitively
expensive, such as in steel production and
long-distance shipping. A net zero GHG
emissions economy by mid-century will
likely need to use about 500 to 800 million
tonnes of clean hydrogen per annum, a
5-7 fold increase compared to hydrogen
use today. Green hydrogen, produced via
the electrolysis of water, is likely to be the
most cost-competitive and therefore the
major production route in the long-term,
due to falling renewable electricity and
electrolyser equipment costs.”
For the Making Clean Electrification
Possible report, visit:
https://www.energy-transitions.
org/publications/making-cleanelectrification-possible/
And for the Making the Hydrogen
Economy Possible report, visit:
https://www.energy-transitions.org/
publications/making-hydrogeneconomy-possible/

Business Stream commits to cut carbon
emissions by a fifth in year ahead
Water retailer Business Stream has
pledged to reduce its carbon footprint by
20 per cent over the next 12 months by
introducing a series of measures designed
to deliver efficiencies.
The Edinburgh-based business will
introduce measures including a review
of its vehicle fleet, adapting its paper use
and printing processes, re-evaluating its
business travel policy and working with its
contractors to ensure they are taking steps
to limit their emissions. In addition, Business
Stream will aim to maintain, where
possible, some of the reductions that have
been achieved naturally during lockdown.
This new pledge is part of a larger
ambition announced by its parent
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company, Scottish Water, for the
Group to become net zero by 2040,
five years ahead of the Scottish
Government’s target.
The water retailer has also committed
to working in partnership with Scottish
Water to deliver a large tree planting
programme to help lock away carbon
dioxide. A scoping exercise to identify
suitable sites around Scotland is
currently underway.
Jo Dow, Chief Executive at Business
Stream, said: “Our business is committed
to making a positive difference to the
environment. Our new carbon reduction
pledge demonstrates that we’re doing
more than simply talking about net zero,

we’re pro-actively taking steps to
significantly reduce our environmental
impact. We know it’s an ambitious target
but we have a responsibility to our
customers, our people and the
communities we operate within to play
our part in helping to protect the planet.”
Earlier this year Jo Dow was appointed
Chair of Business in the Community
Scotland’s Climate Action Group. The
Group will be tasked with finding practical
ways to help businesses across Scotland
reduce their carbon emissions, helping to
accelerate the journey to net zero in the
run up to and beyond the United Nations
Climate Change Conference, COP26,
taking place in Glasgow this year.
Major Energy Users’ Council

Energy
What is your carbon price?
Kath Chapman, Managing Director, Ameresco asks what’s next
for carbon?
Since April 2019, 45 per cent of the cost
of a unit of electricity in the wholesale
market has come from the cost of carbon.
Prices have risen 75 per cent over the
last six months and some analysts are
suggesting the price could reach €75/te
or more by the end of the year.
The supply of carbon allowances is,
like the supply of money, a political
exercise. We have a new emissions
trading scheme in the UK and new rules
for the EU ETS. UK law will set a target
of reducing emissions by 78 per cent
by 2035, while the EU has provisionally
agreed a new target to reduce emissions
by at least 55 per cent from 1990 levels
by 2030. Net zero by 2050 is the ultimate
goal, for now.
Consequential policy changes will affect
the rules around emissions trading,
renewable energy, energy efficiency
and energy taxation. Plans are under
development for a carbon border
adjustment mechanism that could start
as soon as 2023. More activities will be
covered by trading schemes. The future
of free issue allowances is in doubt.
In these ways, pressure will be applied to
decarbonise. The European Commission
is also finalising guidelines on what can
be considered a sustainable activity.
This will drive incentives for financial
institutions to move their money toward
these activities. Sustainable activities will
be cheaper to fund.
Make or buy
Decarbonisation is essentially a make or
buy decision. Is it better to invest capital in
new plant and processes to improve energy
efficiency and self-generate renewable
power? Or should an organisation ally itself
with an energy specialist? Or is the carbon
footprint driven by raw materials?
We have found it helpful to look at carbon
in similar ways to financial capital:
• Emissions as operating expenses;
•	Working capital carbon as the ‘stock’
flowing within the organisation; and
Major Energy Users’ Council

substitution. For those of suitable size,
and credit standing, commercial PPAs
reduce emissions, help to manage
wholesale market risk and support
corporate responsibility messages.
What next for carbon?

•	Long-term embedded carbon being
tied into the investments made in
machinery and the product lifecycle
that sit on the balance sheet.
The focus given to decarbonisation
will then depend on the budgets and
the carbon price applied across the
organisation. When a project has a cost
of carbon that is below the internal price,
then, it is better to make the investment;
otherwise, buy in the service.
Optioneering
Your carbon price will depend on the
decarbonisation options open to you. As
well as assessing financial returns and
payback periods, look at the emissions
reduction from an opportunity and assess
the carbon price at which it becomes viable.
Opportunities can be from refinements
when replacing machinery, from
optimising processes and changing
supply chains or from fundamental
transformations. Electric vehicles and
heat pumps will substitute fossil fuels with
decarbonised electricity. Solar thermal
may be an option in some situations.
Ranking the opportunities creates a
marginal cost curve to inform price
setting and the decisions needed on the
deployment of the organisation’s capital.
It will also show the gap between the
organisation’s total emissions and how
much decarbonisation can be physically
achieved. For this gap, commercial
solutions will be needed.
Renewable generation certificates
(Renewable Electricity Guarantees of
Origin, REGOs, in the UK) have been
bolted onto supply contracts for free, or
for a small premium to the retail price.
Some suppliers have supplemented
REGOs with cheaper European
certificates and the premium may rise
if European certificates are no longer
recognised in the UK.
The evolving debate is whether REGOs
are sufficient when additional capacity
is what is required, both to replace
gas-fired generation and to support

So far, the carbon price has been driven
by reducing emissions from electricity
supply, either from adding renewable
generation or from coal-to-gas
switching. Policies have been supporting
renewable generation for over 30 years,
such that new renewable projects are
now being commissioned without the
need for subsidies.
Specific initiatives on renewable heat,
on the other hand, are only 10 years
old and seem likely to receive relatively
little support for the time being. The
Green Gas Support Scheme and Green
Gas Levy start in October, but are only
targeted to deliver the gas needed for
1 per cent of the UK’s homes.
This suggests that the costs of producing
renewable heat will not dominate future
carbon pricing in the way that coal-gas
switching has to date. Instead, the prices
needed to decarbonise heat and
industrial processes will set prices. The
picture is likely to become complicated,
with a wide range of industrial processes
vying to set prices at some point.
Next steps
All of this leads to the need to
understand your own situation. At what
carbon price will the business case
for an opportunity make sense? To
what extent can you rely on renewable
energy other than electricity? What
incentives are needed within the
organisation to create the physical and
behavioural changes wanted? How big a
transformation is needed?
Our experience has been that effectively
addressing these questions will need
input from across the organisation to
gather together the opportunities and
develop the framework to review them.
In that way the decision to make or buy
becomes one for the organisation, rather
than the market. The first step is to get
everyone in the same (virtual) room.
For more information, please contact
Kath Chapman at
kchapman@ameresco.com
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Water

Reaching net zero:
The water-energycarbon link
According to the Climate Change Committee, UK is on track
to meet the third carbon budget but not yet on track to meet
the fourth or fifth budgets set to cover from 2023 and 2027
respectively. So, how can businesses contribute to the targets?
Nigel Corfield, Industrial & Commercial Customer Director at
Wave, looks at how water efficiency equals energy and carbon
savings and how it can help the UK reach net zero.
One topic we increasingly hear about
is climate change. Few can deny the
evidence of human impact on our
planet and how our increasing overuse
of resources leads to greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, the very crux of the
problem. Reaching net zero emissions
requires extensive economical and
societal change, meaning individuals and
businesses have a big part to play in the
UK’s carbon reduction efforts.
Road to net zero
Under the 2008 Climate Change Act,
carbon budgets were introduced to
provide five-year, statutory caps on
total GHG emissions to meet the UK’s
emission reduction commitments. The
actions we’re taking are starting to make
a difference – by 2018, emissions were
reduced by 44 per cent based on 1990
levels. The first two targets have been
met and we’re on track to meet the third.
However, while progress has been made,
there’s a long way to go to get on track
for the fourth and fifth targets that will
take us from 2023 to 2032.
In recognition of the risks posed, in 2019
the Government went further and passed
legislation that committed the UK to
net zero emissions by 2050, relative to
emission levels in 1990. At that point
we became the first major economy
to implement a net zero target and
government, individuals and businesses
all have a vital part to play in reaching it.
This all sounds like quite a feat; however,
something can be done about our
contribution to global warming. We can
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collectively improve the situation if we
act now and emissions can be reduced
through effective change in both
attitudes and actions.
How water efficiency contributes
to net zero
The coronavirus pandemic has resulted
in a public health crisis and the UK’s
recovery from it will reshape how we
tackle the climate crisis. Businesses can
start by adopting strategies and defining
measures that drive efficiencies, which in
turn reduce carbon emissions and costs.
Although many businesses already take
considered steps to save energy, there’s
another simple solution to reducing
emissions, and that’s saving water.
The processes involved in abstracting,
pumping, treating and heating water
– along with pumping and treating
wastewater – use considerable energy,
contributing to GHG emissions. When
water consumption is lowered, less
energy is used, and emissions reduce.
It’s a simple formula, however there’s
an urgent need for more businesses
to better understand the valuable
role water efficiency measures play in
meeting sustainability targets.
With the relative cost of water being far
cheaper than energy, the latter is where
focus usually lies. There are 1.2 million
businesses in the UK that altogether
consume around 4.7 billion litres of water
a day. For those that see the intrinsic link
between reducing water and energy use
and lowering carbon emissions, there’s
not only the potential for cost savings,

but far greater benefits can be realised
collectively by the business community.
Tackling your net zero goals
To help drive net zero, the Environment
Bill will incorporate targets for
businesses in the coming years,
covering the four priority areas of water,
waste, biodiversity and air quality. This
means organisations will need to focus
on every area to comply, so it’s worth
thinking about how your company will
tackle water efficiency soon.
For many, introducing net zero measures
brings more benefits than just water
saving. As well as lowering emissions,
you’ll be reducing business costs too.
So, if you’re not already talking to your
retailer about your water strategy, now’s
the time. Water conservation is as
important to your business as energy
saving, so it’s time to make sure the two
are aligned in your sustainability plans.
All businesses can do more to conserve
water and energy, even small measures
help. You can look at a range of
practices, tools and actions to help
minimise waste while cutting your costs
too, such as:
•	Installing water-saving tech like
automatic sensor taps, efficient flushes
and waterless urinals.
•	Keeping tabs on meters – the most
effective way to spot leaks, especially
in large premises with multiple meters.
•	Protecting pipes – unprotected pipes
can easily burst and cause leaks when
weather fluctuates.
•	Measuring consumption – you can’t
manage what you don’t measure. You
can work with your water retailer to
understand your use and where to
improve water efficiency.
Plus, keep in mind the importance of
educating people on water efficiency.
The more informed and the more
aligned people are with your company’s
aims, the better positioned they’ll be to
make the right choices.
Lowering water consumption and
finding ways to be more efficient, even
by modest amounts, can help your
business achieve significant reductions
in emissions, while helping to protect
future water supplies.
Major Energy Users’ Council

Energy
the collaboration potential and future
partnerships that will be needed to realise
the investment objectives on your path
to decarbonisation.
Plan to adapt with dual asset strategies

Decarbonising heat – don’t risk
missing the window of investment
Robert Brown, Senior Director, Sales & Marketing, ENGIE
Impact discusses three ways the technology of tomorrow can
be integrated today.
Industries such as aluminium, pulp and
paper, chemicals, cement, iron and steel
require high heat, reaching up to 1,000
degrees C. While some of the most
common decarbonisation solutions, such
as industrial heat pumps and geothermal,
work well for low to mid temperature
needs, they are not feasible for such high
temperatures. Instead, leaders in these
industries must look to a different set
of low-emission technologies such as
electrification, hydrogen, biomethane,
synthetic gas and carbon capture, utilisation
and storage (CCUS). Unfortunately, several
of these technologies are relatively nascent
or costly today.

chemicals, and aluminium, identifying the
optimal time to invest in emerging fuels
will be critical to maintaining a competitive
advantage. With a strong and integrated
understanding of cost dynamics,
organisations evaluating emerging fuels
can be far more precise in developing their
least cost pathways to decarbonisation.

Due to long asset lifetimes, slow
technology adoption curves and
complex investment cycles, planning
for these technologies must begin
today. If companies are not adequately
prepared to implement solutions as soon
as they become cost-competitive, they
risk missing the window of investment,
jeopardising their competitive position.

In the case of hydrogen, for example,
manufacturing efficiencies, better
procurement of raw materials, and
innovative new deployment strategies
have significantly reduced the upfront
cost of electrolysers. Yet the operational
costs remain high. However, as
renewables continue to expand at pace,
supply will surpass demand and there
will be a higher degree of curtailment.
This presents a prime opportunity for
hydrogen. If organisations can successfully
operate their electrolysers when costs
of electricity are zero, they can produce
cost-competitive hydrogen. This strategic,
integrated lens into the cost dynamics will
be critical to investment planning.

To capitalise on this transition, companies
should pursue the following:

Explore alternative revenue streams
and synergies

Assess the long-term cost outlook of
technologies
Over the past 10 years, we’ve witnessed
the market be systematically wrong
in assessing the long-term cost of
renewables, frequently overestimating
the cost and underestimating the speed
of adoption. For industries like steel,
Major Energy Users’ Council

Where costs are high, companies should
look for additional players to either
share resources or share the costs of
development. For example, industrial
players can look to neighbouring
companies who may produce methanol
or biomass that can be used as a fuel
source for the consumer and a source
of revenue for the producer. Identify

Assets that are deployed today will lock
in a large percentage of the emissions
in the decades to come. To avoid lock-in
effects, organisations must ensure that
asset investments made today allow
them to move away from carbonised
energy sources at the exact time at
which new solutions are viable. To do so,
organisations should invest in assets today
that offer flexibility to implement future
technologies, such as dual-fuel or carbon
capture-ready options. In the years before
these technologies are cost-competitive,
leaders should look to pilot projects
to refine assumptions for broad scale
deployment or identify niche applications
where the green thermal options would
already be cost-competitive today thanks
to local circumstances.
The transition to green thermal remains
complex, but with a robust understanding
of technological maturity, market
readiness and evolving cost dynamics,
there is a clear path forward. Green
thermal presents senior leaders with real
opportunity to:
1. Accelerate significant decarbonization.
2. Strengthen coalitions and partnerships.
3. Upgrade assets for long-term resilience.
Those that can successfully develop
green thermal plans today to act at the
optimal window of investment will lock
in competitive advantage and drastically
reduced emissions for years to come.
We apply data analytics, multi-disciplinary
expertise and global reach to accelerate
the sustainability transformation and
optimization of organisations around the
world. The process starts with tailored
roadmaps to help organisations establish
and achieve their sustainability goals.
This guidance is grounded in reliable
data and advanced analytics, creating a
holistic view across resources: energy,
water, waste and carbon. From strategy to
implementation our actionable solutions
are helping clients improve their bottom
line, drive growth, satisfy stakeholders and
extend resources.
For more information on how ENGIE
Impact could help you and your
organisation please contact:
robert.brown2@engie.com or
mark.chadwick@engie.com
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Energy
Why the new energy economy
demands digital flexibility
Michael Garland, Head of Flexibility, Enel X UK & Ireland offers
suggestions to large consumers on how best they can navigate
the new energy economy.
The fundamental drivers for electricity
prices are changing. Wholesale prices used
to be linked to the cost of gas and coal;
now there is stronger correlation to carbon
pricing. Gas price is increasingly sensitive
to demand because of the lack of gas
storage in the UK. And with the growth of
intermittent renewable energy generation
on the grid we are seeing increased price
volatility with many more peaks and
troughs – including negative prices where
generators are paid not to generate.
Network and policy costs will continue
to change as increased adoption and
integration of electrical vehicles, heat
electrification and renewables put
more strain on the grid. We are also
beginning to see the weather become a
fundamental driver of pricing as it affects
both demand and renewable supply
generation. Many businesses are now
pondering how they can best navigate
this new energy economy.

we are seeing a dedicated shift towards
the electrification of heat and transport,
as well as low-carbon or zero-emission
alternatives to diesel and petrol for
shipping, aviation and freight.
In addition to the pressures of these
regulatory targets, energy and flexibility
markets are moving closer to real-time
procurement. Businesses that are able
to identify opportunities, optimise and
move assets between electricity market
products will find themselves able to
access the most valuable markets and
take advantage of the best prices.
The future of demand response
The design of energy pricing and
flexibility programmes in the UK enable
the use of demand side reduction and
embedded generation assets to benefit

supply and demand while continuing to
connect more, cleaner energy generation
assets to the system. Used in the right
way, these programmes allow industrial
and commercial (I&C) sites to create
value while improving grid stability when
it is needed most.
The future of demand response,
however, is a digitally enabled one, that
encompasses multiple assets deployed
across various markets, with optimisation
in real time. Demand reduction assets,
CHP plants, conventional and renewable
generators and fast-reacting battery
storage, whether standalone or integrated
in an uninterrupted power supply, all have
the potential to provide flexible capacity
for grid balancing services or to capture
value from energy markets.
Figure 1 focuses on one week in January
where day ahead pricing set new records
and where Enel X optimised a client’s asset
to create additional value. The chart shows
power import in red, power export in green
and the day ahead energy price as the
blue line. This customer has a 5MW CHP
that was not being used for operational
purposes during part of the day and was
therefore able to export those megawatts
on the grid during the peak pricing hours
to earn over £40,000 in the 7-day period.

Energy price volatility
We’ve seen some graphic illustrations
of energy price volatility; the chart right
(Figure 1) shows how day ahead electricity
prices (light blue line) spiked during
January 2021 with dramatic swings in UK
weather conditions as a result of what
some across Europe are calling the “Beast
from the East 2.0”. However, the biggest
weather event to make the headlines in the
energy press and internationally was the
cold snap that covered the United States,
which drove up energy prices in Texas to
their capped peaks for days on end.
The need for more flexibility
The transformation of energy grids
worldwide is driven largely by the
urgent need to decarbonise our power
systems, leveraging cleaner – but more
intermittent – sources like wind and solar.
The UK is targeting net carbon zero by
2050 and recently announced plans to
set in law the world’s most ambitious
climate change target, cutting emissions
by 78 per cent by 2035 compared to 1990
levels. Many more countries are also
bringing forward their net zero targets.
With the latest push to decarbonise,
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Figure 1: Electricity pricing savings simulation during a single week in January 2021
Source:Figure
Enel X 1: Electricity pricing volatility during a single week in January 2021

from the increasing energy price volatility
that comes with the evolution of the new
energy economy.
“Traditional” demand side response
programmes such as the Capacity
Market, Short Term Operating Reserve
(STOR), Frequency Response and
soon-to-be-scrapped TRIAD
peak-charging mechanism, are some
of the many ways that industrial and
commercial sites across the UK can
reduce their energy bills and earn
payments while supporting the grid.
These programmes predominantly
exist to support National Grid and DNOs
(Distribution Network Operators) by
providing the flexibility they need to
ultimately ensure that they can match

While this particular week provides a
graphic illustration of energy price volatility
and how sites with behind the meter
generation can participate, price volatility
is a growing trend – as are the sizes of the
peaks and troughs.
The key to unlocking the flexibility value
of such assets is the use of intelligent
software to combine knowledge
of operating parameters with grid
signals and market indicators, such as
energy market price information. Using
algorithms to identify opportunities
to trade flexible capacity in the most
appropriate markets can generate
significant value for I&C businesses.
Digital flexibility will be a foundation for
success in the new energy economy.
Major Energy Users’ Council

News
£17m Strathaven
substation upgrade
SP Energy Networks has successfully completed a £17million
upgrade to the Strathaven 275kV substation near Hamilton in South
Lanarkshire, a part of its extensive investment in futureproofing the
reliable and safe supply of electricity for customers.

necessary changes. Investment like the Strathaven substation
upgrade is vital so we can continue to make that happen.
“In this year of COP 26 in Glasgow, we’re proud to be delivering
projects that support plans for a low carbon Scotland. The
modernisation of our transmission network is key to enabling
the country’s ambitious Net Zero emissions targets.”

The completion of the works follows a three-year modernisation
project that is said to benefit not only customers in the local
area, but right across central and southern Scotland.
The works involved the installation of new equipment, including
the construction of 10 switchgear bays that will support the long
term reliability of the network.
This project went without a hitch, with the new switchgear bays
installed ahead of schedule – a significant achievement given
the impact of Covid-19 restrictions.
Pearse Murray, SP Transmission Director at SP Energy Networks
said: “As demand for electricity increases and we transition to a
greener society and decarbonise how we travel and how we heat
our homes, it’s important that our network can support these

Changing
times for oil
and gas
The Oil and Gas Authority launched
its ‘Stewardship Expectation 11 – Net
Zero,’ setting out how the oil and gas
industry should reduce its greenhouse
gas emissions and support delivery
of the UK’s net zero target. This new
expectation is the 11th in the set since
2016 and focuses on:
1 creating a culture of greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) reduction within the UK
Continental Shelf;
2 ensuring that GHG emissions reduction
is considered throughout the entire oil
and gas lifecycle; and
3 collaboration between all relevant
parties to support and progress potential
energy integration developments such
as electrification, carbon capture and
storage, and hydrogen.
A report from trade body Oil & Gas UK
(OGUK) claimed that the UK’s energy
transition could be under threat unless
the Government provided ‘vital support’
for the sector. It said that securing and
sustaining investment in the sector was
now ‘critical’ to help the UK ‘quickly realise
Major Energy Users’ Council

a net zero future.’ The background to these
comments was that the £11.6bn spent on
the development and operation of UK
Continental Shelf oil and gas resources in
2020 was 23 per cent lower than the £15bn
in 2019, and the lowest (in real terms) since
2004. Despite the challenges, production
from UK waters had still met around
70 per cent of the country’s oil and gas
needs in 2020, providing evidence of a
continued need for an indigenous supply.
Chief Executive Deirdre Michie urged the
need for recognition that the oil and gas
industry was ‘a key player in a successful
energy transition.’
The Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) announced
what it described as ‘a landmark North
Sea Transition Deal’ agreed with the
industry, which it said would protect the
jobs of high-skilled oil and gas workers.
It said that the sector, based largely in
Scotland and North East England, would
work with the Government and trade
unions over the next decade and beyond
to deliver the skills, innovation and new
infrastructure required to decarbonise
North Sea production. With the aid of
joint Government and oil and gas sector
investment, early targets were to cut
emissions by 10 per cent by 2025, 25 per
cent by 2027, and 50 per cent by 2030. An
Industry Supply Chain Champion would
be appointed to support the coordination
of local growth and job opportunities.

A forum
for steel
Business Secretary Kwasi
Kwarteng re-established and
co-chaired the latest meeting of
the UK Steel Council, attended
by representatives of the six
major steel companies in the
UK, as well as the sector’s trade
body, UK Steel. He noted that
the Council offered the forum for
Government, industry and trade
unions to work in partnership on
the shared objective of supporting
the industry’s transition to ‘a
competitive, sustainable and low
carbon future.’ A week later, Minister
for Investment Lord Grimstone
launched and co-chaired the
inaugural meeting of the Steel
Procurement Task Force. He
noted the level of representation
from across Government in the
Taskforce, including the BEIS,
Cabinet Office, Department for
Transport, Ministry of Defence and
Department of Education.
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Energy and Water Directory
Ameresco is a leading independent provider of comprehensive energy services,
energy procurement, energy efficiency, infrastructure upgrades, asset sustainability and
renewable energy solutions for businesses and organisations throughout Europe and
North America. Services include financed upgrades to a facility’s energy infrastructure
and the development, construction of renewable energy plants.
Click here to book a meeting

Enel X – part of the multinational power company Enel – combines the mind-set of an
innovative start-up with the support of an established leader to help organisations buy,
store, use, and share their energy more strategically. Enel X manages over 6 GW of
demand response capacity, has installed 110 MW of storage capacity, and has made
130,000 public and private EV charging points available worldwide. In the UK, we’ve
been helping businesses identify new opportunities from their energy use that solves
challenges, achieves objectives, and furthers competitive advantage since 2009.
Learn more about our offering for UK businesses at enelx.com/uk
Click here to book a meeting

ENGIE Impact use analysis & evidence to make energy and utilities work smarter.
As a multi-award winning consultant, we ensure our clients succeed in a complex
and ever-changing market. We`re committed to the highest quality service, provided
by a team with deep sector experience & a passion for innovation. We build practical
solutions to deliver significant cost and carbon improvements and we have the backing
to deliver on our promises as we are part of a global leader in the zero-carbon transition.
Get in touch | +44 (0) 7833 495 711 | robert.brown2@engie.com | www.engieimpact.com
Click here to book a meeting

Evides Industriewater are specialists in industrial process water and wastewater
treatment. Our Design, Build, Own and Operate model enables our clients to outsource
all of the water and wastewater treatment needs to our expert engineers so clients
can focus on their core business with certainty of water supply, water quality and
environmental compliance taken care of by us. As a zero carbon company, our
philosophy is Water Without Waste. As well as providing water and wastewater services
at both ends of your process, we work with your site to reduce water demand, improve
efficiency and reuse water where possible.
Click here to book a meeting

OEP is your partner for delivery of innovative, comprehensive energy efficiency,
energy generation and carbon reduction solutions. We overcome capex & payback
blockages with a zero fee, fully-funded off-balance sheet structure. Our data-led, vendor
agnostic approach specifies appropriate resilient solutions, and we leverage our team’s
experience in global manufacturing to execute.
Phone us: 0161 444 9989 | Email: david@on-site.energy
Click here to book a meeting
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Power Responsive, a programme of work facilitated by National Grid ESO, supports
the growth of demand side participation in GB electricity markets. Now in its fifth year,
Power Responsive continue to raise awareness and build confidence in demand side
opportunities, whilst supporting the evolution and transition of flexibility markets. If your
business has the flexibility to increase, decrease, or shift its electricity use, then the
power is in your hands to take full advantage.
powerresponsive@nationalgrideso.com | www.nationalgrideso.com
Click here to book a meeting

Swan Energy Limited serves clients throughout the UK and Ireland. With an EU ETS
Lead Verifier and over 55 years’ experience providing energy management services to
private and public-sector clients, our expertise includes EU ETS, ESOS and SECR. Visit
our stand and see our unique evidence pack.
01484 843867 | info@swanenergy.co.uk | www.swanenergy.co.uk
Click here to book a meeting

We help businesses to achieve better efficiency and sustainability while lowering utility
costs. As one of the UK’s leading water retailers, we support 300,000 businesses, from
SMEs to large industrial and commercial sites to local authorities and NHS Trusts. Our
range of value-adding services is designed to monitor your water use, detect potential
leaks and provide you with water-saving solutions.
Get in touch to find out how we can help your business drive down its water and energy
use, save carbon and reduce bills.
Click here to book a meeting

Ylem Energy is a leading independent power generation specialist. Our industry-leading,
innovative package of on-site generation and storage measures guarantees savings
on your annual electricity bills, with no CAPEX or additional costs to your business. Our
unrivalled experience of generating energy means we’re confident we can deliver savings
on your annual electricity bills for at least 10 years.
Find out more https://ylemenergy.com
Click here to book a meeting

ZTP are an energy software specialist, designing and building platforms to aid our
brokerage arm and direct clients. ZTP software is designed to digitise energy management
thus maximising automation. This enables users to exceed performance and concentrate
on making savings. The latest software – Kiveev, focusses on flexible utility contracts,
providing market data, risk analysis and price forecasts. The platform gives visibility to users
to allow instant budgeting, consumption forecasting and delivered cost on top of the risk
management and pricing forecast calculations. This transparency and accuracy of data is
revolutionising how flexible utility procurement is managed.
www.ztpuk.com
Click here to book a meeting
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Net Zero

Cambridgeshire County Council
paves way to net zero
SSE Enterprise and Bouygues Energies
& Services have been named preferred
partners to develop a series of
framework energy projects intended
to support Cambridgeshire County
Council and its regional local authority
partners in meeting their commitment to
decarbonising the region by 2050.
The two organisations will work as a
consortium to deliver for the framework.
The joint venture will see the two
partners design, construct and deliver
projects to help the county reach its goal
of 100 per cent clean energy and net
zero carbon emissions.
The estimated value of projects is £80m
over a four-year term. Projects include
work to improve the energy performance
of publicly owned assets, such as
buildings and car parks, using measures
to boost energy efficiency and generate
low or zero carbon energy from rural
estate, transport and other assets.
Other projects will explore opportunities
for energy storage and low carbon
heating solutions, including district and
community heating schemes.
In transport, the framework will look
at local opportunities to support the
transition to electric vehicles through the
provision of essential infrastructure such
as EV charging points and hubs.
As part of the green economic recovery
envisaged following the Covid-19
pandemic, Cambridgeshire County
Council and its local authority partners
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intend to leverage the framework
to generate additional business
opportunities that will develop low
carbon and smart communities.
Equally, the local authorities wish to
achieve annual energy savings through
innovative smart building solutions
to decarbonise their buildings via a
combination of energy efficiency and
zero carbon generation technologies.
The decarbonisation of heating forms part
of the ambitions for the energy projects
developed and will also improve air quality
and reduce pollution across the region.
In 2017, Cambridgeshire emitted more
than 6.1 million tonnes of CO2, almost
half of which came from homes and
buildings. Schools, housing, transport,
public buildings and farm estates will
be targeted for carbon reductions in the
new framework.
Green measures already implemented
include investment in the generation
of renewable heat and electricity and
the installation of building energy
management systems (BEMS). Together,
these initiatives have generated annual
savings and additional revenue in excess
of £1.3m and reduced the county’s
annual carbon emissions by almost
7,000 tonnes.
In the three years since it began
operations, a 12MW solar farm located
on the outskirts of Soham has exceeded
expectations, raising several hundred
thousand pounds of excess revenue

beyond its targeted generation that has
been reinvested to fund adult social
care services.
The new framework aims to build
on these achievements, extending
the reach and scale of local energy
initiatives and accelerating the county’s
path to carbon neutrality.
Under the agreement, SSE Enterprise
and Bouygues Energies & Services
will work with; Cambridgeshire County
Council, Cambridge City Council, Fenland
District Council, Huntingdonshire District
Council and South Cambridgeshire
District Council.
The framework will also be available to
other local authorities in England thanks
to an access agreement arrangement.
The value of projects which may be
undertaken under the access agreement
is estimated to be up to an additional
£30m over the four-year period.
The strategic stakeholders of the
consortium said: “Cambridgeshire is
one of the fastest growing counties in
the country and will be an important
growth engine for the UK’s post-Covid
economy. Home to a thriving tech scene,
world-leading research community and
beautiful and historic scenery, it’s an
ideal location to demonstrate how local
authorities can support the development
of low carbon communities. This
ambitious framework will deliver energy
solutions that will help the region on its
journey to net zero.”
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Forget short-term discounts and
discover long-term solutions.
Saving water is good for your bottom
line and the environment. As well as
lowering your bills, using less water
means energy and carbon savings too.
Find out how we can monitor your water
use and discover ways to reduce it,
making your business more efficient
and sustainable.

Watertight Utility Support
wave-utilities.co.uk/solutions

Digitising Energy Procurement
A revolutionary award winning platform for management of multiple
flex energy contracts incorporating risk analysis and delivered cost.
Track & Forecast Consumption
Design Trade Strategies
Energy Price Forecasts
AI Led Risk Modelling
Evaluate Strategies

Build & Analyse Budgets
Assess Market Conditions
Live Market Pricing
Record Trades & Positions
Report on Performance

Request a demo and see how Kiveev can transform the way you
buy energy.
02039576010

www.ztpuk.com

kiveev@ztpuk.com

